The flexible use of sensors has made them an attractive device to be deployed in almost every field of life such as health, military and home. Recent advancement in electronics and wireless communications has witnessed the development of low cost-sensor devices. While wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are flexible to use and less costly, they need to be more energy-efficient as they are operated by the battery. Mostly they are deployed in harsh environments where it is very difficult to change the batteries frequently. Several medium access control (MAC) algorithms have been developed for the energy-efficient acquisition of the wireless channel, however, none of them are satisfactory. In this paper, we proposed a medium access control algorithm called MAC-PE. MAC-PE is based on the concept of prioritized frames where prioritized frames are transmitted urgently. In addition, it uses scheduled-based MAC instead of accessing channel randomly. We found MAC-PE (Power-Efficient MAC) was efficient in terms of power consumption without sacrificing on the performance using NS-2.
Related Work
This section discusses some of the various existing MAC protocols in the literature that concern with the power consumption dilemma especially in the WSNs. Others are focusing on reducing the transmission costs and delay. A new asynchronous MAC protocol with QoS awareness (AQ-MAC) in WSN has been proposed by [4] . This protocol allows the receiver to initiate the transmission. Packets are classifiedas ahigh priority or low priority packets. The high priority packets are sent right away where the low priority packets saved in a queue waiting for other high priority packets to arrive or until a timeout. This protocol has been evaluated by NS2 at various scenarios as it reduces delays and saves a lot of energy. In addition, authors in [5] presented a mathematical model for the cognitive radio networks (CRNs), where using a priority-based MAC protocol. Primary users have higher priorities than the secondary users that result in reducing the processing and the transmission time for all users.
In addition, a novel queuing analytical model for distributed and energy-aware MAC protocol with service differentiation has presented by [6] . In each node, the O-MAC layer works as a server where a vacation queuing model has been used to control sleep/awake mode. They also considered the limitation of energy and buffered size by using high and low priority traffics. Many performance indicators have been used to analyze the efficiency of the model such as packet dropping probability, throughput, queue length distribution, energy consumption, and access delay.
In addition, authors in [7] proposed an energy efficient priority-based QOS MAC protocol for WSNs (PRIMA). This protocol first groups node into clusters and then uses both TDMA and CSMA model for the channel access phase. CSMA is employed for control messages while TDMA is used for data messages in order to reduce collisions. In addition, it uses a queuing model that is consists of four different queues to categorize the packets according to its importance as high or low priority packets. PRIMA protocol has been evaluated through OMNet++ modular and showed that it has a better performance than Q-MAC protocol. It has lower energy consumption, lower average packet delay, and higher average delivery ratio compared to Q-MAC protocol.
In [8] , authors presented a queuing analytical model of polling based wireless MAC protocols in WSNs. They studied the performance of polling based MAC in terms of buffer overflow rates, packet delay, and energy consumption. In addition, a distributed packet-based cross-layer streaming algorithm thatis based on priority queuing in a multi-hop wireless network has been analyzed by [9] . This algorithm takes into account the priority queuing in order to transmit the video packet that is assignedto a high priority packet over the most reliable link. In addition, this algorithm has proved to have a better network scalability as it adapts to network changes and high-quality performance.
In [10] , authors have improved the S-MAC protocol by merging two techniques which are adaptive bakeoff window and estimating the data flow based on the queue's length. This protocol is called R-MAC. Based on NS-2.34 simulator, R-MAC minimized latency and power consumption that are primary factors to prolong the WSNs lifetime. Another approach dealing with the queue load based on traffic priority for bandwidth sharing in MAC protocol is introduced by [11] . This ensures the QOS in WSNs. Authors have discussed the effect of queue load on bandwidth where the loading rate has a great impact on traffic priority and channel access.
In addition, QA-MAC protocol, which is based on S-MAC protocol, is proposed by [12] . QA-MAC employs the mechanism of adjusting the contention window size based on queue traffic. It outperforms the S-MAC in terms of energy saving by 28.7% that significantly enhances the performance of WSNs.
Another MAC protocol is called CH-MAC protocol that uses both CSMA and TDMA mechanisms and a real queuing system. The queuing system is a fair share queuing system that means all packets are dropped evenly so no particular node will be affected. On the other hand, the drop-tail queuing system consumes a lot of energy and degrades the network performance. CH-MAC protocol has been evaluated based on power consumption, packet delivery ratio, and latency [13] . However, these protocols work in static situation [14] , but degrade the performance in mobile scenario. In this paper, we focus on both static and mobile scenarios.
System Model and Assumptions
Mobile ad hoc system is functional to numerous conditions with no use of any accessible system. Military situations necessitate the network to route data packet throughout energetically mobile nodes (Figure 1) . MANETs considered as the answer for this highly mobile and dynamic military system. It is not suitable to directly relate conventional mobile ad hoc networks system to military network systems, as military communication network is unlike from conventional both in physical layer condition and the networking atmosphere. First considering these specifications of military communication networks to out imitation, and assess the performance of three ad hoc routing algorithms on the unspecified military situations. The easiness of operation with no accessible communications makes ad hoc system a gorgeous option for dynamic condition such as military operations. Particularly, military situation considered as the unique incentive intended for MANET, owing to the requirement for battleground survivability and rapid operation of mobile communications. Modern research in ad hoc network systems focused on medium access control (MAC) and routing, ensuing in numerous protocols intended and various quantitative analysis work compares the performance of these protocols.
Proposed Methodology for PE-MAC
Our proposed power efficient protocol aims to save the power. The nodes in PE-MAC initially attempt to sense the carrier to transmit and receive the data. When a node obtains the slot then waits for specific time to send the data in order to let other nodes to transmit respective packets. The packet forwarded by node is assigned the priority based on the nature of the packets. The next node checks the priority of the packet if packet is marked as priority level then packets are forwarded to the next node based on the priority and keeps going this process until the packets reach to the destination node. In case, packets are not assigned the priority then will be stored into buffer for specific time until all of the priority-based packets are forwarded. In our scheme three levels of priority is set and packets are treated according to priority. Figure 2 shows the entire process of getting the channel and forwarding the packets.
The end-to-end delay is critical when forwarding the packets to the next node because throughput of any approach depends on the end-to-delay. Algorithm 1 presents the process for determining the end-to-end delay for forward traffic.
In this algorithm, the queues are initialized; firstly critical queues and normalized queues .Traffic is also initialized as priority-based traffic and then normal traffic. Initialization of parameters like delay time, propagation time, transmission time, end-to-end delay, processing time at each node, number of hops and overhead of each hop. While, node is executed at the cluster to pass the values from one node to the other. Then if else statements are executed to decide the time; if it equals to the priority-based traffic then the code assign pro-cessing time in the critical queue at node K1 else to normal traffic and assign this to normal queue. The code examines delay time for critical. The code calculates delay time, transmission time of data and transmits data from source to destination. If statement is executed, ration of delay time to processing time equates critical. Then End-to-End delay for priority-based traffic is calculated. Else if the ratio equates normal queue then End-to-End delay for normal traffic is intended.
The residual energy of the node demonstrates the lifetime of the network. Hence, Algorithm 2 shows the listening process and node life. In processing phase, the algorithm takes initial energy of sensor node and consumed energy in idle state as inputs, then the algorithm initializes a loop counter, task = 0, and increases the value of the counter, task + 1, to compute task until the condition is satisfied, task should be less than or equal total task. If the sensor node [K] completes task, then the sensor node [K] goes to idle state temporarily to check its next task, then initializing a loop counter to a value and increasing or decreasing the value for certain no of times until a condition is satisfied.
Simulation Setup and Analysis of Result
In order to determine the performance of our proposed PE-MAC in the wireless sensor network, we implemented our approach using NS2 [15] with 13.10 Ubuntu Operating system. Network is designed covering 500 × 500 square meters. We distributed 100 nodes in the network with homogenous capabilities. Each node has initial 10 joules energy. The objective of this simulation is to determine the power efficiency to improve the QOS. Furthermore, we also compared our approach with other three known existing protocols: An adaptive energy-efficient MAC protocol (T-MAC) [16] , medium-access control (MAC) protocol designed for wireless sensor networks(S-MAC) [17] , and Gateway MAC (G-MAC) [18] .
We demonstrated two scenarios, with and without mobility. The simulation scenarios are consists of 12 end nodes, which create flat topology. We set medium access layer to operate with the non-beacon enabled mode. Radio range of each sensor nodes under free-space propagation model is fixed to 30 meters. The distance between each sensor node is set 35 meters. In this section we will analyze the results obtained after performing several experiments. Table 1 shows various simulation parameters used for the experiments. Figure 3 shows the energy consumption in Joules by our MAC-PE and compares it with T-MAC, S-MAC and G-MAC. The result shows that our proposed algorithm consumes less energy as compared to other protocols. In this experiment we kept the sensor nodes static MAC-PE consumes 25% less than S-MAC when the number of sensor nodes is 100. It also consumes 13% and 12% less energy than T-MAC and G-MAC. Figure 4 shows energy consumption comparison of our proposed algorithm with T-MAC, S-MAC and G-MAC. In this experiment half of sensor nodes present in network are moving whereas the other half are set static. It is found that MAC-PE consumes almost 28%, 24% and 13% less energy than G-MAC, S-MAC and T-MAC, respectively. Figure 5 shows the number of successfully received packets. All sensor nodes in network are kept static. It can be seen from the result that MAC-PE receives highest number of packets as compared to the other three protocols, followed by G-MAC, T-MAC and S-MAC. Figure 6 shows the result for the number of packets successfully received in sensor. In this experiment, half of the sensor nodes present in network are in the moving state. When mobility increases that PE-MAC and competing MAC protocols decrease the pefromance. However, our PE-MAC is less affected when number of sendor nodes increase. Figure 7 shows the number of control frames transmitted/received successfully in sensor network of 100 nodes. It shows that our proposed PE-MAC protocol uses the least number of control frames. The highest number of frames is used by S-MAC followed by G-MAC and T-MAC. The higher the number of control frames transmitted the higher the energy consumption by the network.
Discussion of Results
MAC-PE reveals itself as a promising alternative to existing MAC protocols for WSNs, i.e. S-MAC, T-MAC and G-MAC. It's more efficient than these protocols even when half of sensor nodes present in the network are moving.
Our evaluation shows that our proposed protocol reduces the energy consumption and extends the network lifetime accordingly. This fact is due to several features. On one hand, our protocol reduces the idle state which leads to conserve energy. On the other hand, it allows to avoid the buffer queue overflow by introducing two types of queues which are Priority-based Queue for prioritized traffic and Normal Queue for normal traffic. This feature allows to avoid energy waste caused by retransmissions. MAC-PE reduces also end-to-end delay since prioritized frames are transmitted urgently without additional delay in the queue of each node. Furthermore, MAC-PE enhances network reliability since it uses scheduled-based MAC instead of random channel access which reduces collisions and packet loss accordingly.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented our proposed algorithm MAC-PE. Performance of MAC-PE is evaluated in terms of energy consumption, end-to-end delay and lifetime of sensor nodes. We compared the performance of our proposed algorithm with three other protocols, i.e., G-MAC, S-MAC and T-MAC. It was proved by simulations that our proposed algorithm out-performs all the three protocols in terms of power consumption and throughput when all the nodes are static or half of the nodes are mobile. Our proposed PE-MAC is validated using NS2 and results confirm that our PE-MAC could be used for improving the network life and quality of service for different wireless sensor networks. In future, we use our PE-MAC in large scale wireless sensor networks and will particularly focus on the multiple applications.
